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Climate leadership from US States, businesses and congressional
leaders1

While the world should not expect any change from President Bush in his second term, the
complete picture of U.S. climate action includes many significant developments at State level,
among businesses and in Congress. 

Leadership from U.S. States 

As a result of increasing public concern and frustration with the failure of the federal
government to take action, a number of U.S. States have begun to take steps to curb their
emissions.  States across the country are moving forward with both mandatory controls on
greenhouse gas emissions and policies that support the development and deployment of
renewable energy, building the markets for climate solutions. To date, 18 States and
Washington D.C. have implemented minimum renewable energy standards2. This movement
at the state level has received strong support from Republican and Democratic leaders alike,
with several Republican Governors involved in the development of mandatory controls. 
 
Perhaps most significantly, States both in the Northeast and along the West Coast are
currently negotiating regional agreements to regulate CO2 in several key sectors.  While the
details are still being worked out, these agreements show significant promise and would set
important precedents for other States as well as the U.S. Congress to follow.  The creation of
regional carbon markets within the U.S., if sufficiently rigorous, could provide opportunities
for linkages to international carbon markets, providing important incentives for other parts of
the U.S. to engage as well. 
 
The leadership efforts by States and others are often touted by the U.S. State Department as
evidence of the U.S. taking action to reduce emissions…  The reality is that States are acting
out of frustration from the vacuum of leadership at the federal level, and many have gone
forward with mandatory regulation of CO2 over the strong objections of the Bush White
House. 

Committed Leaders in the U.S. Congress 

The Climate Stewardship Act, which would set an economy-wide cap on U.S. emissions,
reached a near majority in an October 2003 Senate vote and has growing bipartisan support in
the both the House and Senate.  Although it is unlikely to pass in 2005, Senators McCain and
Lieberman have pledged to continue to bring it up for a vote until it does in an effort to raise
the profile of the issue and force Senators to be held accountable for their positions.  The
Climate Stewardship Act remains the focus of federal policy discussions and has been
gathering increasing attention on Capitol Hill, in the press, and among key constituencies. 

                                                          
1 For a full guide to U.S. climate policy, see: http://www.climatenetwork.org/uscanweb/gbufull.pdf.
2 http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/renewable_energy/page.cfm?pageID=47.
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A Shift Within U.S. Business 

Significant actors in the U.S. business community are also recognising the need for
responsible action.   Many have begun to implement reductions individually as a result of a
desire to take advantage of new markets and efficiency cost savings, the need to prepare for
future regulation, as well as growing pressure from shareholders and consumers.  An
increasing number of U.S. companies are committing to report and analyse the climate impact
and risk associated with their operations, to voluntarily reduce emissions, and have even
begun to recognise the inevitability of and need for mandatory climate controls.  The entry
into force of the Kyoto Protocol and the implementation of the European Emission Trading
System promise to significantly increase the pressure on the U.S. business community, as will
the state and regional programs being developed domestically. 
 

For more information, see the presentation “U.S. Climate Action: Progress in Congress,
States, and Business” that was given on 16 December 2004, at the tenth Conference of
Parties (COP10) of the UN Climate Change Convention, by the Clean Air Association of
the Northeast States (NESCAUM):
http://regserver.unfccc.int/SEORS/FileStorage/FS_830615612

http://regserver.unfccc.int/SEORS/FileStorage/FS_830615612

